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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the examination of impact of selected risk factors 
on the insured accidence in motor hull insurance in the Czech Republic. In compli-
ance with these risk factors, it is possible to determine the probability of insured ac-
cident for each policyholder and also to differentiate the paid insurance premiums 
which should corresponds to the undertaken risk. Therefore the impact of risk fac-
tors on the probability of insured accidence should be determined the most precisely. 
In this purpose, there are considered many joint variables, for instance volume and 
performance of engine, age of car, age of policyholder, and others. Firstly, using 
general univariable logistic regression, the most statistically significant risk factors 
are identified and it is determined how they affects occurrence of insured accident. It 
is also verified if the relation between them is linear. In the case of non-linearity 
identified, the most appropriate fractional polynomial function is obtained in order 
to improve fitting data. Finally, the non-linear functions are subjected to the stability 
analysis and the resulted linear and non-linear relations are interpreted. 
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1 Introduction 

Insurance premium rate is determined per monetary unit in accordance with undertaken risk. In other words, the 
more risky client should pay higher premiums. This trend has been already observed for many years already. It is 
very common that the insurers set the premium in motor hull insurance in compliance with the volume of an 
engine or according to the size of district where the client lives. Moreover, some insurers respect even client´s 
age. To differentiate premiums in such way, the precise determining the relations between given particular risk 
factors and the outcome (insured accident) is crucial.  

For the purpose of evaluating the undertaken risk represented by of insured accident probability, one can em-
ploy several models based on the GLM family model, see [1]. Nevertheless, the binomial models or count mod-
els are applied here, see [2] for instance. Some researchers utilize the advantages of both models and concentrate 
on the hurdle models representing mostly the combination of logit and some count (Poisson or negative-
binomial) model designed firstly by [3]. 

It is necessary to note here that modelling relation between a risk factors and the outcome may suffer many 
imperfections resulted from excessive simplification. The simplification which we focus on is assumption of 
linear logit which may lead to the excessive distortion of relation between risk factor and the outcome. Due to 
this fact we may encourage to suppose that some risk factor affects the outcome differently for various values 
and thus the relation between them is necessary to model via non-linear function such as fractional polynomials 
(FPs), see [4] or [5]. 

The FPs are quite easy to use and interpret. In spite of it they suffer several imperfections. First and foremost, 
a selection of FPs is generally sensible to outliers and to data used to fitting the outcome. While the first problem 
represents the fact that one covariates affects the FPs, see [6], the latter incurs a lack of data fit when the estimat-
ed model is transferred to another data sample, see [7]. However, the high leverage does not necessary imply a 
large effect on fitting the outcome and on selecting FPs. Excluding the outlier observation or covariate pattern is 
needed to assess if the value may be considered as influential. Thus, the jackknife method, [8], is applied to FPs 
selection procedure and changes of FPs are examined. On the other hand, to assess the stability of estimated FPs 
is based on resampling and reestimation of the model (bootstrapping). All variously changing powers and de-
grees of FPs indicates the function instability. Moreover, allowing this type of uncertainty within FPs selection 
enlarge the confidence interval of the predicted outcome. 
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The aim of this paper is to assess the impact of selected risk factors on the insured accident probability and 
analyze the non-linear relation between them. The paper is organized as follows. The general logistic regression 
and its extension by incorporating fractional polynomials are described in Section 2. Section 3 is focused on the 
empirical examination of selected risk factors and Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2 Identifying effect of risk factor on insured accident 

Next, for the purpose of quantifying relation of risk factors to the insured accident, we focus on the logistic re-
gression and fractional polynomials. 

2.1 Linear logistic regression model 

Consider a binary variable 
i

Y  characterizing the occurrence of insured accident for given policyholder, thus 
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These properties are satisfied by the cumulative distribution function of the logistic distribution 
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which is also a function of the probability that insured accident occurs. The probability that the accident does not 
occur can be written as 
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The ratio of probabilities (3) and (4) is referred to as odds and it takes the form of 
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 and the logarithm of (5) is termed logit or log-odds, thus 
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2.2 Fractional polynomial function 

Equation (6) may not necessary be linear. The non-linearity can be dealt with in that way that the predictor is 
converted into categorical factors but this procedure incorporates a problem arisen from making a cutpoints. The 
individuals close to but on opposite sides of the cutpoint are characterized very different rather than very similar, 
see [9]. Let's define the fractional polynomial function and rewrite the Equation (6) into the form of 

 ( ) ( )0 1 1 2 2
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...
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where ( )1jF x  is a particular type of power function. The power 
j

p  could be any number, but [4] restricts the 
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The identification and comparison of the most appropriate FPs is made by closed test procedure, [10], which 
is generally preferred over the sequential procedure, [4].  

3 Evaluating effects of selected risk factors 

In this section, nonlinear impacts of given risk factors on the insured accident are examined. For this purpose, we 
used a data sample encompassing characteristics of policyholders in motor-hull insurance portfolio during the 
year 2008 (61 900 of insurance policies). In our study, we consider several continuous variables, i.e. age of a car 
(agecar) volume (volume) and performance of the engine (kw), age of a policyholder (ageman), number of citi-
zens in a region (nocit) and average age in the region (avgagereg).  

First and foremost, using the univariable logistic regression, the statistically significant predictors are identi-
fied and their linear effect on the outcome is verified by testing against the fractional polynomials considered at 
maximum second degree. Afterwards, if the non-linear effects are indicated, the FPs being statistically signifi-
cant are estimated and the appropriateness of the FPs is assessed by residual analysis. Finally, because of the fact 
that the FPs are sensitive to the influential observations and to the sample used for estimation, we conduct a 
stability analysis to examine the stability of selected FPs. 

3.1 Examination of non-linearity 

Using the closed test procedure, the most appropriate FPs of the first and second degree is estimated and tested 
against each other and against the linear function. The results are recorded in the next table, where the second 
column informs about the statistical significance of variable inclusion in the model. The third and fourth columns 
report about the superiority of FP2 over the linear and FP1. Lastly, there are recorded estimated powers. 
 

Variable 
P-value for testing 

Powers selected 
Inclusion FP2 vs linear FP2 vs FP1 

agecar <0.001 0.097 0.043 1 

volume <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.5; 1 

kw <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.5; 1 

ageman <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 -2, -2 

nocit <0.001 0.617 0.510 1 

avgagereg <0.001 0.006 0.003 -2; -2 

Table 1 Univariable analysis 

It is obvious on the basis of p-values that all variables may be used for the purpose of insured accident mod-
elling. Focusing on the decision about employing FPs, we can recommend FP2 for volume, kw, ageman and 
avgagereg. On the contrary, modelling agecar and nocit by FP2 is not statistically better and linear function 
(power selected = 1) is preferred at 5% level. The shapes of all functions are depicted in next figure to interpret 
the non-linear relation between the risk factor and the outcome. 

 

Figure 1 Behavior of functions: residuals and prediction with 95% CI 

We can see that the agecar and nocit are modeled by a linear function, while the polynomials are used to 
model the other variables. On the basis of the figure above, we can conclude how the selected risk factors influ-
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ence the outcome. When the higher the age of car is, the smaller probability of insured accident is. The impact of 
volume and kw on the outcome (logit or insured accident probability) is very similar, i.e. the insured accident 
probability gets higher as both variables increases and descends from some given value. In terms of the impact 
risk factor on the outcome, effect of ageman is also interesting. According to the shape of function, the lower the 
probability is when the ageman is increasing and then gets higher. The behavior of avgagereg is similar to the 
ageman. It results from the fact that the drivers around the 40 are the least risky drivers and therefore the region 
with lower average age indicates the least insured accident probability. Finally, we should note here that nocit 
should be probably modeled as categorical variable or offset rather than continuous variable and only ageman or 
avgagereg should be probably used in a multivariable model. 

To assess the fact if the FPs improve the model fitting, we compare smoothed Pearson residuals of linear and 
FP functions for all variables which it is reasonable for, i.e. variables modeled by linear function and recom-
mended as categorical are excluded, see next figure. 

 

Figure 2 Smoothed Pearson residuals. Left: linear function. Right: FP2 functions 

Well fitted observations are indicated by the smoothed residuals close to zero. From the figure above it is ap-
parent that data are fitted better when the relations are modeled via FPs. The lack of fit was reduces in 95 % CI 
(gray rectangle) of all observations and even outside this region (for outliers).  

3.2 Stability analysis of FPs 

In the next step, we focus on identifying the influential covariates and in the second step we verify the stability 
of FPs selected. In the next figure, the calculated deviance difference between linear and FP2 are plotted against 
the excluded covariate pattern. If the difference is smaller than 2χ  threshold, selection of FP2 depends on this 

covariates. The plot is amended by the size of circle indicating the covariate frequency to reveal if the variable 
has several or many observations. The figure 3 gives the evidence that linear function for ageman is preferred 
over the FP2 because excluding all of covariate patterns (except one) results in linear function in FP selection 
procedure. Using FP2 to model the effect of volume, kw and ageman on the outcome is recommendable because 
none of the covariates affect the FP selection. Finally, selection of FP2 for modelling avgagereg is highly de-
pendent on including the values 41.6 and a little on 38.5. 

To assess the stability of selected FPs, we draw one hundred bootstrap sample of size 15 000 and apply the 
closed-test procedure to determine the most appropriate FPs. For each bootstrap sample is selected the most 
appropriate FP and the results are depicted in the next figure 4. 
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Figure 3 Influential points. Deviance difference between FP2 and linear function for each risk factor excluding 
each of covariate pattern in turn (circles are proportional to pattern frequencies). Horizontal line at 7.81 repre-

sents the 2χ  threshold for significance of FP2 versus linear at the 5% level. 

 

Figure 4 Bootstrap analysis (100 replications) of FPs: Left: Bootstrapped functions with CI: solid lines, means; 
dashed lines, 95% CI ignoring uncertainty due to FPs selection; gray area, bootstrapped 95% CI. Right: random 

set of 20 fitted FPs on bootstrap replications. 

The predicted outcome can takes any value in 95% CI represented by the dashed line. However, this interval 
does not incorporate the uncertainty arisen from the selection of FPS using different sample. Therefore the boot-
strapped CIs are wider (gray area). We can see that wide CI for ageman and avgagereg indicates also the high 
variability of degree and powers of FP. It is more evident in the figure on the right where the random set of 25 
FPs out of the 100 bootstrap replications is depicted. We can mention that modelling of avgagereg by FP is un-
stable because of the linear function was selected within some bootstrap samples, probably depending on includ-
ing the influential covariates, see above. The shape of FP for ageman also varies however the descent of proba-
bility with increasing age is still apparent. On the contrary, if the probability gets higher from given age of the 
driver is arguable. The shape of FP for volume and kw seems to be stable (except for the hook for small kw). 

4 Conclusion 

The paper was devoted to the analyzing impact of selected risk factors on insured accident in given motor hull 
insurance portfolio. Firstly, the significance of continuous predictors was evaluated within univariable logistic 
regression and the linear relation was verified. The revealed non-linearity was handled with the fractional poly-
nomials of second degree and the relations were described and interpreted.  

On the basis of conducted study, we found all considered continuous predictors to be statistically significant. 
The relation between age of car and the outcome may be approximated by linear function due to the many influ-
ential observations. Moreover, the number of citizens (also average age in region) should be converted into a 
categorical variable or should be used as an offset in the model rather than a continuous predictor. For others 
variables the fractional polynomials are recommended. In addition to the results of statistically significance at 
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the 95% confidence interval, the observations including outliers were fitted better and no other influential obser-
vations were identified. 

We also revealed that the higher the age of man is, the smaller probability of insured accident is. However, 
the trend has changed for age above 60 approximately. As the stability analysis confirmed, the latter conclusion 
is discussable and should be subjected to further analysis because the fractional polynomial selected in the initial 
univariable analysis was unstable and monotonic decreasing FP was estimated on some bootstrap samples. The 
impact of volume and performance of the engine on the outcome was very similar, i.e. the insured accident prob-
ability gets higher as both variables increases and descends from some given value. The stability of these func-
tions was confirmed except for the hook for low performance. 
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